
 
 
 
 

BALTIMORE OFFICE OF PROMOTION & THE ARTS  
Development Associate, Corporate Sponsorship 

Position Description 
 
About BOPA 
The mission of the Baltimore Office for Promotion & The Arts (BOPA) is to address the 
needs of the arts community through arts and cultural activities, advocacy, and support. 
BOPA produces festivals, special events and promotions for Baltimore City and develops 
and administers funds, grant programs and community workshops. 
 
BOPA is committed to meeting the arts and culture needs of Baltimore’s residents, 
businesses, artists, arts organizations, and arts education institutions. The City has a 
long and illustrious reputation as a hub for arts and culture and counts among its 
population internationally renowned artists as well as acclaimed arts and cultural 
institutions. BOPA also has as its purpose the goal of amplifying the work of emerging 
artists, supporting informal art practice and cultural events at the neighborhood level, 
thus ensuring that all Baltimoreans have exposure to high quality arts and culture 
experiences. 
 
Summary of the Position 
The Development Associate, Corporate Sponsorship is a regular, full-time, exempt 
position reporting to the Director of Development. Her/his primary responsibilities are to 
identify, cultivate, solicit, and steward sponsorships with a focus on businesses with a 
giving capacity at $25,000 and up. The Development Associate, Corporate Sponsorship 
must be an experienced B2B sales professional and a self-directed team member with 
demonstrated success selling to C-level executives and business leaders. This position 
will serve as a lead in identifying, soliciting, and closing sponsors, with a focus on reginal 
and national businesses and a goal to generate $1M annual revenue. The position will 
be based primarily at BOPA’s administrative office in downtown Baltimore but will also 
be required to travel to meet with donors and prospects throughout the region. 
Participation in our fast-paced environment includes some weekend and evening hours 
for BOPA Festivals and events. 
 
Responsibilities 

 Using a consultative selling approach, work with businesses to gain a clear 
understanding of their needs and align sponsorship packages to optimize their 
donor experience and return on investment 

o Steward relationships with an existing portfolio of sponsors to increase 
interest in continued and long-term partnerships 

o Develop relationships with new corporate prospects to grow portfolio of 
high-level regional and national sponsors 

 Work with the Development team and across the organization to conceptualize 
and develop standard and custom visibility and benefits packages for sponsors 

 Maintain accurate and updated records of all contacts, actions, and opportunities 
within the CRM (Raiser’s Edge) 

 Work with Development Coordinator and Donor Stewardship Coordinator as applicable 
to ensure the timely processing of contracts, pledges and/or payments, 



acknowledgements, and benefit fulfillment  
 Provide on-site stewardship to sponsors at sponsored events to ensure guidelines are 

met, troubleshoot issues, and create a positive experience 

 Solicit feedback from sponsors immediately following event or program to ensure 
a positive experience for sponsors 

 Work with Development and Communication staff to develop and produce high-
quality post-event reports that document BOPA’s impact and highlight sponsor’s 
return on investment 

 Represent BOPA at corporate networking opportunities to cultivate productive 
relationships and ensure a professional reputation within the business community 
 

Qualifications 
 Bachelor’s degree, and 7-10 years of experience selling sponsorships, with 

proven success securing six and seven-figure contributions 

 Possess an established book of business with key influencers, decision-makers, 
and C-level executives 

 Knowledge and familiarity with prospect research and business development 
techniques 

 A sound working knowledge of the sponsorship/partnership/events marketplace 
including but not limited to: competitive intelligence, data analytics/performance 
metrics, and sponsorship value measurement 

 Experience with digital, print, and broadcast mediums; Experiential marketing 
and hospitality; Customer service and engagement 

 Outgoing with a natural ability to develop rapport with people and influence 
them 

 Strong prospecting, analytical, presentation and communication skills 
 Must be able to work well in a publicly visible, high pressured and deadline-

oriented environment 

 Effective time management skills with ability to multi-task, problem-solve, 
establish priorities, and meet deadlines 

 Able to work well independently and as a team 
 Proficiency in Microsoft programs (Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Outlook)  
 Familiarity with Raiser’s Edge or other constituent relationship management 

software 

 Confidentiality, discretion and ethical gathering of information presumed 
 

Compensation 

 Salary commensurate with experience  
 BOPA offers a robust benefits package including medical, vision, dental, life, 

403b with employer match, and monthly transportation subsidy or parking 
 
Application Process 
Submit cover letter and resume (with your name and job title in subject line) as one pdf 
document to: humanresources@promotionandarts.org.   No Phone Calls Accepted. 
 
The Baltimore Office of Promotion & Arts is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Our mission 
is to mirror the rich diversity of the citizens of Baltimore that we serve. This means that 
we at BOPA exhibit the policies and practices of Diversity; that all people are accepted 
regardless of race/ethnicity, age, ability, sexual orientation, gender, socioeconomic 
status and more. We strive to create a work environment that provides all employees 
equal access to information, development and opportunity. 


